
Installation, Maintenance, and Disposal Instructions 

Channel Installation 

 Prepare soil, remove debris, add seed and

amendments.

 Cut an 6” trench at the beginning of the

trench and place blanket in trench (detail 5) *

 Staple blanket in trench 1’ O.C, fill and

compact trench.

 Roll blanket down trench starting in the

middle working your way out and up side of

slope/channel.

 Check slot (2 roles of staples 4” apart) every

25’*

 Overlap at adjoining seams approximately

3”.Some specifications may require end either

stapled 1’ O.C. or buried.

Slope Installation 

 Prepare soil, remove debris, add seed and 
amendments.

 Cut an 6” trench top of slope and place blanket in 
trench (detail 5)*

 Staple blanket in trench 1’ O.C, fill and compact 
trench

 Roll blanket down hill or vertically along slope

 Overlap at adjoining seams approximately 3”.

 Some specifications may require end either stapled 1’ 

O.C. or buried.

General Stapling Rule of Thumb*: 
4:1 = 1 staple/sy 

3:1 = 1.5 staples/sy 

2:1 = 2 staples/sy 

1:1 = 3 staples/sy 

*Site conditions, experience and engineer dictate 
use of trenches, check slots, lay direction and 

staple spacing. In some cases, some have opted to 

space check slots every 50’ or eliminate 

trenching. Blanket may also run parallel/linear to 
slope if coverage can be accomplished running 
this direction.

General Channel Stapling Rule of 

Thumb*: 
Less than 2lbs/ft2 = 2 to 4 staples 

per sy 

Greater than 2lbs/ft2 = 3 to 5 per sy 

Removal  and Disposal 

 If there is a need to remove the blanket,

depending on vegetative growth, the blanket

can either be pulled up by hand or with

equipment. Once removed, the material may

either be land filled, composted or burnt.

Maintenance 

 Suggested initial inspection

after 1
st
 rain event.

 No maintenance is required.


